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Anna: Hello, I'm Anna Jones and in today’s programme we’re going to be talking 

about fair trade and fashion.  

 

 Fair trade is a way of buying and selling products that make certain that the 

original producer receives a fair price.  Fair trade can be applied to any goods 

or products including clothes and fashion accessories. Accessories such as 

shoes, hats or bags are added to clothes to make them appear more decorative.  

But when people go shopping for clothes how much do they really care about 

where the clothes came from and whether a fair price was paid to the producer? 

BBC reporter Barbara Colins asked some shoppers in an English town what 

was important to them when they bought clothes. What do they reply? 

 

Probably value for money, style and if it fits. Price is the most important thing you know and 

not too cheap clothes because they’re not going to last 5 minutes but reasonably priced ones, 

not ridiculously priced.  Comfort, quality, reasonable price.  Do you worry about where 

they’re made?  Not particularly but you do hear things about cheaper clothes being made in 

bad places.  But not particularly – when you’re out and about you don’t thing about that at 

all.  

 

Anna: Well those shoppers that Barbara Colins spoke to seemed to be more interested 

in “value for money” than anything else. They wanted to buy good quality 

clothes at a reasonable price.  They were also concerned that the clothes 

should “fit” properly and they should be comfortable to wear.  But what about 

where the clothes come from and fair trade – do they think about that at all 

when they are shopping? Listen again. 
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Probably value for money, style and if it fits. Price is the most important thing you know and 

not too cheap clothes because they’re not going to last 5 minutes but reasonably priced ones, 

not ridiculously priced.  Comfort, quality, reasonable price.  Do you worry about where 

they’re made?  Not particularly but you do hear things about cheaper clothes being made in 

bad places.  But not particularly – when you’re out and about you don’t thing about that at 

all.  

 

Anna: One of the shoppers says that she has heard about cheaper clothes being made 

in factories with poor conditions but says that when she’s out and about she 

doesn’t really think about fair trade at all.  However the reporter Barbara 

Colins says that a “growing” or increasing number of shoppers are concerned 

about fair trade issues.  Barbara spoke to Karen Frazer who analyses – she 

studies in detail – what people buy. What percentage of people does Karen say 

want to shop ethically next year? 

 

But a growing number of shoppers do want to know who made their clothes and whether 

they’re being treated well by their employers.   Karen Frazer analyses what people buy and 

what they want to buy.  We’re measuring an increase in people’s desire to shop ethically but 

sometimes that is being frustrated by the lack of availability of products. Eighty five percent 

of people have told us that they want to shop more ethically in the next twelve months. 

 

Anna: Well according to Karen around 85 percent of people she spoke to want to shop 

more ethically over the next year. So there is a big increase in the number of 

people who want to shop ethically but sometimes they cannot find what they 

are looking for. They are “frustrated” – they are annoyed by the lack of 

availability of products in the shops, But who is to blame for a lack of choice 

of free trade items in the shops? Well according to Sumi Danarajan who works 

for the international development charity Oxfam, responsibility lies in two 

areas. What are those two areas?  
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Blame can be laid and has to be on the part of the retailers because of the way they negotiate 

and deal with their suppliers. There’s also a responsibility on the part of the factory owner or 

employer to ensure that they’re not being unscrupulous. 

 
 
Anna: Sumi says that a lack of fair trade items in the shops is partly the responsibility 

of the retailers – the people who sell goods to the public. But she also thinks 

that the employers of workers must not act in an unscrupulous way – they must 

not behave in a way that is unfair to their workers – to the people who make 

the clothes - they must ensure that they provide good working conditions and 

treat their workers fairly. Well that’s all we have time for – join us again next 

time.  

More news stories and language explanations next time at  
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